Scorekeeper: *(“Head to Head LIVE” maybe scored by a separate scorekeeper)
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Maintain the Master Score Sheet as scores come in.
The high score for each event for each school will be added to the cumulative team total.
Move to the stage area before the start of the “Head to Head LIVE” competition.
Each school will maintain a separate “Head to Head LIVE” Score Sheet and should
frequently compare sheets to insure agreement on points awarded and deducted.
 Calculate the score for the Moderator to announce at half-time.
 Calculate the score at the end of the second half, but only inform the moderator
which school is ahead and which school is behind (not the actual score). The
visiting school will receive the first lightning round. Moderator will not announce
the score between the lightning rounds.
 Calculate the score of “Head to Head LIVE” quickly at the end of the second
lightning round and provide the final score to the moderator to announce.
Understand the time limits for performance events and the scoring penalties for violations of
minimum and maximum time limits and for acts that cause a delay. Note these instances in the
score results forms and the Master Score Scheet where needed.
As Judge’s Evaluation forms are received, fill out the Performance Event Results forms. Home
may calculate visitor scores and vice versa. (A Written Scorer will complete the Art Results
forms.)
Calculate the average of the three scores for each artist/performer, and record the highest
average score and student’s name for each event on the Master Score Sheet. (averages
ending in .33, round down - averages ending in .66, round up - decimals may be used to
break ties)
Stay in communication with the timekeeper for information regarding violations of time limits
for each event - apply any necessary deductions to act’s average score - NOT the team score.
Pass score results forms to the Emcee for announcements between performance events.
In the event of a tie for a top score, both names will be announced, and 1 score added to team
point total.
When an act has no competition, add 20% of the earned score to the team total.

